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As organizations continue to adopt cloud technologies at an 
increasing pace, complications arise as security leaders look 
to gain visibility into and control of cloud application usage. 
Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASBs) have emerged as 
solutions designed to enable secure cloud adoption.
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Let's Rise to the Occasion.
There are major forces driving substantial changes in today’s 
cybersecurity landscape. Mobile technology, social media, 
the democratization of apps, and the ubiquity of cloud 
infrastructure are all challenging organizations with new 
security imperatives. The threat landscape has undergone a 
paradigm shift, and it is time for all of us to collectively rise to 
the occasion.

Historically viewed as an enigmatic - and even dangerous - 
territory, the cloud is now recognized as having the potential to 
be the most secure landscape organizations have ever worked 
within. But it is no longer just about protecting applications. In 
order to respond to emerging risks, cybersecurity needs to be 
an integral part of every organization’s DNA.

Until recently, most organizations still had a “single-cloud” 
mentality, searching for a single point solution to protect cloud 
assets one by one. Now, as security needs extend beyond 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) to include Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Identity-as-
a-Service (IDaaS) environments, progressive security leaders 
have adopted a multi-cloud mindset. In short, they understand 
the need for a solution to unite, monitor, and protect multiple 
cloud environments.

It is increasingly clear we are diving headfirst into the age 
of the cybersecurity platform. The cybersecurity platform 
is more than a simple tool or product. The only way to 
realistically combat the newest threats is to practice security 
that helps, rather than hinders, end user productivity.

For IT and security professionals this translates to investing 
in a solution that leverages existing investments, unifies old 
and new technology, and elevates cybersecurity to prioritize 
and improve collaboration, productivity, and, ultimately, 
business outcomes.

In the pages that follow, we will walk you through the 
process of evaluating different cybersecurity approaches and 
equip you with the tools to build the right platform for your 
business. We hope you find this guide useful as you look to 
use cloud security as a business enabler.

The Age of the Cybersecurity Platform is Here

Gil Zimmermann 
Head of Cisco Cloudlock



Users: Protecting users involves 
identifying anomalous behavior 
indicative of account compromise 
or malicious insider activity and 
responding accordingly.

The Nature of the Threat
By significantly reducing costs and substantially boosting collaboration 
and productivity, the cloud has revolutionized how business is done. 
It has also completely changed how Information Technology (IT) 
professionals approach information security.

Until recently, the primary focus for most Chief Information Security 
Officers (CISOs), security admins, and even business leaders, revolved 
around protecting the applications and infrastructure they bought. But, 
with rapid and widespread adoption of the cloud, this conversation     
has changed.

Organizations are no longer only focused on protecting the SaaS apps 
they buy. Rather, it’s becoming increasingly critical to protect custom-
built apps and leverage existing security investments. 

Protecting Purchased Apps and Infrastructure

Whereas on-premises, service providers are wholly responsible for 
securing the network, compute, application, and usage layers, security 
in the cloud follows a shared responsibility model. While cloud service 
providers are responsible for securing the infrastructure of the apps they 
sell, organizations are responsible for securing the usage layer.

In order to (securely) benefit from the reduced costs and productivity the 
cloud offers, organizations need to protect three core assets:
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Data: Protecting data involves 
identifying and remediating instances 
of sensitive information stored in cloud 
environments, particularly sensitive 
data that is excessively shared and/or 
in violation of corporate policy.

Cloud Application Usage: 
Organizations require visibility into and 
control over cloud application usage, 
particularly when applications are 
self-enabled by users and connected 
to corporate systems, creating a 
potential vehicle for data exfiltration 
and/or exploitation.



Protecting Custom-Built Apps

Organizations are now building apps faster than ever to both support    
internal processes and provide services to external parties, including not   
only business partners, but subscribing customers.

Often, organizations are faced with a difficult choice between releasing 
such applications without effective security capabilities built in, or extending 
deadlines and missing release dates in order to build security in.

Baking in security capabilities, such as User and Entity Behavior Analytics 
(UEBA) and Cloud Data Loss Prevention (DLP), can be easy, particularly  
when adopting security solutions that offer codeless security integrations    
for custom-built apps.

Maximizing Risk Reduction: Integrating Existing Security Solutions

The modern enterprise is heavily fortified against cyberthreats, with            
the roster of common technologies including:

• Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)

• Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

• Secure Web Gateway (SWG)

• Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW)

• Identity and Access Management (IAM)

• Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) or Mobile Device Management (MDM)

• Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM)
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Despite substantial investments in security solutions, many companies are 
still exploited and extorted by cybercriminals, leaving security professionals 
with limited confidence in the defense posture of their organization.

One of the most significant challenges is no longer the lack of security 
systems, but rather the lack of interoperability among them, barring security 
professionals from seeing the full value of systems already invested in and 
the insight they provide.

Organizations must seek API-driven solutions that boast high extensibility, 
providing the capabilities to aggregate data and insights across existing 
security investments to provide unprecedented insight, control, and value.
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"For a long time the security 
response has always been to say, 
‘no you can’t move to the cloud, no 
you can’t use mobility technology’ 
and what we found was companies 
just did it anyway – but in an insecure 
way." 1

Duncan Brown, IDC Research 
Director



Cloud Service Provider Controls Are 
Not Enough
Before the widespread adoption of cloud technologies, organizations were 
considered secure as long as their network perimeter was protected. 
Defense methodology centered around keeping the “bad guys” out. 

We are now living in a “bring your own device,” or BYOD, world, where 
employees use corporate credentials to access data from anywhere, 
on any device, authorizing cloud applications via OAuth that become 
connected to corporate environments. 

While SaaS vendors build security measures into their applications, their 
capabilities cannot address the risk introduced via user behavior within 
the app. Consider the following example as an illustrative analogy: if you 
handed your credit card to a stranger, is it the fault of the credit card 
provider if your card is misused? 

As organizations often have limited visibility into the activities of users 
within their SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, and IDaaS environments, particularly 
when those activities occur off of the corporate network and/or on an 
unmanaged device, contemporary attackers are defeating security controls 
dependent on the network perimeter.

With the decreasing importance (and redefinition) of the network perimeter 
as a control point, the identity is now the primary control point for security. 
As such, surfacing and responding to abnormal user activity is critical, 
particularly to address the growing volume of malicious activity such as 
ransomware attacks.
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Security in the cloud is inherently a shared responsibility. At the simplest 
level, the cloud service provider is responsible for the security of the 
infrastructure while their customers are responsible for user activities 
on top of that infrastructure. The specifics depends on the type of cloud 
environment being used. 

Cloud Service Providers, such as Amazon Web Services, provide specific 
guidance for the security they handle versus what is handled by their 
customers.2
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"The CASB market has evolved 
rapidly since its gestation period in 
2012 and includes a number of high-
profle acquisitions. It has quickly 
become a compelling cloud security 
control platform for organizations of 
all sizes adopting cloud services." 

Gartner Market Guide for Cloud 
Access Security Brokers,                
24 October 2016

3



CASB Methods
Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) is a term used to describe API- 
or proxy-based solutions that address the new security challenges 
organizations face in the cloud. CASBs enable enter- prises to 
securely leverage cloud technologies while addressing four core areas: 
visibility, compliance, data security, and threat protection. CASBs 
combat account compromises, cloud-native malware (malicious cloud 
applications), and data breaches, while enabling compliance and 
incident forensics.

The majority of organizations founded in the last few years were born 
in the cloud, meaning they have taken a cloud-first mentality and look 
primarily to SaaS (as well as IaaS and PaaS) solutions. Meanwhile, 
modern enterprises are rebuilding their digital backbone in the cloud 
piece by piece.

Security-minded organizations must adopt a CASB in order to address 
their most pressing cybersecurity challenges. But, with a market that 
is still taking shape, organizations are charged with the difficult task of 
wading through the hype.
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For organizations born in the cloud and security-minded organizations 
alike, one question persists: of the varied approaches to securing cloud 
technologies, which methodology provides organizations with the 
most comprehensive and effective powerful defense?



API-Based CASB Method

API-based CASBs connect directly to cloud environments via APIs to 
monitor cloud usage. CASB vendors that utilize this architectural approach 
may achieve integrations by:

• Hooking into the APIs offered publicly by cloud application vendors Offering 
their own proprietary APIs that other cloud vendors can connect to

• Building CASB services that are APIs themselves and are capable of being 
embedded as services within other applications

• A combination of the above methods

When CASB vendors say they function via the API approach, they may 
mean - at the very least - that they have the ability to integrate with APIs 
offered by other cloud service providers. But the CASB solutions that offer 
services as APIs themselves represent a stronger approach, as they allow 
organizations to select required services (Data Loss Prevention, or User 
and Entity Behavior Analytics, for example), and embed such services into 
interfaces already in use. This enables a highly customizable, scalable, and 
extensible approach to cloud cybersecurity.

API-based architecture affords security staff the ability to monitor cloud 
usage, regardless of how cloud services are accessed, including on and 
off the corporate network and on managed and unmanaged devices. 
API-based CASBs also extend security coverage to include programmatic 
traffic between cloud applications - communications that never touch the 
corporate network.
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"APIs will be the most critical piece 
in enterprises’ ability to secure cloud 
services." 4



Additionally, a broad set of capabilities are available to users of API-based 
CASBs. As these CASB solutions are communicating directly with the cloud 
services themselves, the CASB and monitored cloud application may work 
in tandem, as in the instance of incident response. For example, if sensitive 
data is detected within a field in the Salesforce.com platform, an API-based 
CASB may be able to trigger the quarantine of that field as a remediation 
action within Salesforce.com.

Retroactive Security Analytics is another capability afforded only to API-
based CASBs; they can perform analyses of historical behavior to recognize 
past security incidents within the cloud platform before the deployment of 
the CASB. This is particularly helpful to perform DLP inspection of data at 
rest within cloud applications and establish behavioral baselines to detect 
abnormal activity.

All API-Based Solutions Are Not Created Equal (and What to Look For)

It is critical for an API-based solution to scale readily, be able to handle 
unexpected spikes in traffic, and process and analyze massive amounts of 
data easily.

Some API solutions deeply integrate into apps they protect, while others 
take a more superficial approach. Here are some things to look for to 
ensure you select the best of the API-based CASBs:

01 Years of Experience Relative to 
established security markets, the CASB 
market is young. Generally, the longer 
a vendor has been developing their API 
integrations, the more mature and capable 
the solution will be. The API approach 
should be the foundation of the CASB’s 
genetic makeup, not a newly-adapted 
approach to “check the box”.

02 Scope and Depth of Support 
Some API-based vendors will offer 
more developed API integrations, but 
only for SaaS protection. Make sure the 
CASB you select has a scope beyond 
SaaS to include IaaS, PaaS, and IDaaS, 
as well, to avoid blind spots and ensure 
a future-proof solution. Additionally, look 
for granular, object-level controls rather 
than scopes limited to the file level.
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03 Apps Support Depending on the 
CASB vendor, the list of apps their APIs 
can hook into can range from 10 to over 
10,000. For ultimate flexibility, select a 
solution that supports more applications, 
particularly visibility into “connected” 
cloud apps, such as marketplace apps, 
that employees self-enable and connect 
to corporate systems.



Proxy-Based CASB Method

Sitting between end users and the data they access, proxies are a single 
point of entry through which certain traffic can be funneled and intercepted 
for inspection. Additionally, proxies introduce blocking capability that can 
prevent sensitive content, such as credit card numbers, from entering cloud 
applications altogether. While their strength lies in the ability to put a hard 
stop to some unwanted user behaviors, CASBs that rely solely on proxies 
are generally considered unable to adequately fulfill full-coverage security 
needs on their own and introduce complications due to several drawbacks.

Additionally, many organizations have already invested in a capable proxy 
solution, meaning a proxy-based CASB is not necessary. Daisy-chaining 
multiple proxies introduces unnecessary complexity, increases the risk 
of failure while negatively impacting the user experience, and increases 
operational demands.

When proxies do come into the picture, organizations should minimize 
their potentially negative impact by proxying intelligently and selectively, 
only routing potentially risky traffic through the proxy rather than all internet 
traffic. Additionally, it is worth considering whether or not the proxy provider 
has security as a core competency and the expertise required to deliver 
an effective solution. While proxies can create complications, many proxy-
related issues are mitigated when selecting an established proxy solution 
rather than the immature CASB proxy solutions offered by start-up vendors, 
which may exacerbate these complications.

01 Proxies can have a negative 
impact on end users. Proxies can 
have considerable performance implications 
for end users. Additionally, by blocking   
user activity, even a perfectly functioning 
proxy has the potential to stunt productivity 
and collaboration, two of the primary 
benefits of adopting cloud technology.

02 Proxies impose potentially 
debilitating operational and 
maintenance needs on security 
teams tasked with scaling the proxy 
across the entire organization or 
performing manual updates any time 
the ecosystem changes.
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03 The scope of their security 
capabilities is somewhat limited 
given the nature of cloud usage, 
as proxies miss programmatic, cloud-
to-cloud traffic, unmanaged users and 
devices, native apps, and data already 
at rest within cloud environments.These 
deficiencies leave a potential gap in 
coverage and security.



Ransomware: What every healthcare organization needs to know  |  13

"Challenges (to proxy-
based CASB solutions) 
include the possibility that 
they fail to proxy all traffic. 
Challenges include:
1. Ensuring that users can’t bypass the 

proxy;

2. Requiring VPN access if the proxy is 
on-premises;

3. Adapting the proxy to changes with the 
SaaS app;

4. The inability to see cloud-to-cloud 
traffic;

5. The inability to see data at rest; and

6. The lack of coverage for native apps. 
There is also another drawback: The 
proxy itself is a clear attack vector."5

Forward Proxy

Forward proxies give security teams visibility and control by configuring 
users’ devices to reroute traffic through the CASB to the data and apps 
being accessed. Though they do not address unmanaged devices or 
monitor the actions of external collaborators, they do provide the ability 
to monitor user behavior and surface unsanctioned applications that are 
being accessed from within the corporate network.

Reverse Proxy

In the case of reverse proxies, SaaS applications are configured to 
reroute traffic through the CASB.This approach is advantageous in that 
users on unmanaged devices can also be monitored. However, since 
reverse proxies are a single point of failure, they don’t mitigate the risk of 
DDoS attacks originating from SaaS applications.
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An Orchestrated CASB Approach

An orchestrated approach to CASB combines the instantaneous 
deployment, ubiquitous coverage, and powerful remediation actions 
available via the API approach with the blocking capabilities associated with 
proxy-based tools.

This can be accomplished either through an API-based CASB and pre-
existing proxy working in tandem, or through a CASB vendor that offers 
both architectural options. The former allows for a superior approach, 
pairing a best-of-breed CASB solution with a mature proxy solution from an 
established vendor.

In today’s business landscape, the most valuable security solution 
elevates the safety of users and data while simultaneously increasing 
the value of existing solutions organizations already rely on. The majority 
of organizations, for example, already have a perfectly functioning on-
premises proxy in place to block certain files, websites, and user behaviors.

In many ways, the orchestrated approach to CASB is the best of both 
worlds: API integrations pick up the slack left over by the limitations 
inherent to proxy solutions - including limited coverage and a lack of 
granular remediation actions within cloud applications - and proxy 
solutions block user activities. By building a multi-mode cybersecurity 
solution, organizations can achieve full-scope cloud-native security while 
enforcing the blocking capabilities proxies provide. This way, organizations 
gain optimal control and visibility on-premises and in the cloud, both for 
managed and unmanaged users.
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There is no need to eliminate security 
solutions the organization has already 
invested in, or deploy redundant 
technologies, for that matter. 
However, it is crucial to complement 
them with a solution that fills in the 
gaps a proxy simply can’t address.



"Favor CASB vendors that have a 
desire and the roadmap to extend 
common feature sets to multiple 
types of SaaS applications and other 
cloud services (IaaS and PaaS) from 
a single console." 6

CASB Selection Criteria
When selecting a CASB, there are crucial requirements that must be met 
to achieve effective security and defense against cyberthreats.

CASB Capability Areas

In selecting a CASB vendor, ensure they meet requirements across 
several key areas:

1. Platform and Architecture

2. Visibility

3. Data Security & Compliance

4. Threat Protection

5. Cybersecurity Integrations

6. Custom App Security

7. Vendor Viability
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1. Platform and Architecture

As CASB vendors offer different architectures, it is critical for customers to consider all deployment options, as well as whether 
the technology’s resident benefits and drawbacks align with organizational priorities. For instance, for a remote-first workplace, a 
solution that requires agents and proxies for full coverage may not be ideal.
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Does the solution offer straight forward onboarding and time-to-value in the form of full deployment of 
100% functionality in minutes?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution offer full functionality without requiring any professional services?

Does the solution avoid any potential impact whatsoever on or disruption of the end-user experience?

Does the solution avoid any potential impact whatsoever on cloud application functionality, such as 
search or reporting?

Does the solution have any potential impact whatsoever on IT  systems or the network?

Does the solution enable full functionality without network reconfigurations, hardware deployment, or 
professional services projects?

Does the solution operate based on multi-tenant cloud architecture  for high scalability?

Does the solution centrally collect and process data from multiple sources, including SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, 
and IDaaS?

Does the solution allow for centralized policies across SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS platforms?

Platform and Architecture

Onboarding

API-Based 
 Functionality

Onboarding Cisco 
Cloudlock Others

Platform, Architecture, and Operations
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Does the solution offer retroactive security analytics to evaluate historic data (data-at-rest) and user 
behavior within an app, regardless of deployment method?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution allow admins to review incident details, including excerpts as well as the full 
document and/or record detail?

Does the solution audit admin accesses of files and records within incidents?

Does the solution record an audit log of all security incidents across SaaS, IaaS, and PaaS platforms in 
a central dashboard?

Does the solution support bulk incident management actions to support efficient security operations?

Does the solution support automated workflows and response actions?

Does the solution allow login to the management console via SAML?

Retroactive 
Security

SAML Login 
Support

Platform, Architecture, and Operations Others

Incident 
Management 
and Forensics

Cisco 
Cloudlock



2. Visibility

Visibility functionality offers security professionals a clear view of cloud usage within the organization, with a particular focus on 
application usage, including what is commonly referred to as “Shadow IT” cloud use. Forward-thinking security professionals 
prioritize extending visibility beyond the corporate network to include off-network cloud activity connected to corporate systems.
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Does the solution detect all cloud apps connected to corporate apps via OAuth? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution detect connected cloud apps if accessed from outside the corporate network without requiring agents or 
redirecting traffic?

Does the solution provide detailed monitoring on all users and devices without limiting visibility to on-network traffic without 
requiring agents or redirecting traffic regardless of input source, including cloud-to-cloud, off-network, and machine-to-
machine communications?

Does the solution offer the ability to browse installed apps, review access scopes, and see installed users?

Does the solution visualize app discovery for reporting, including trend analysis?

Does the solution offer real-time, crowdsourced cloud app risk scoring for insight into the app risk assessment of 
security peers?

Does the solution offer algorithmic application risk scores?

Visibility

Application Discovery and Control Others

YesDoes the solution support app classification, such as “banned,” “trusted,” or “under audit”?

YesDoes the solution offer automated policy-driven cloud app control, including revocation, based on factors including application 
access scope and risk score?

YesDoes the solution detect applications enabled prior to deployment of the CASB?

Cisco 
Cloudlock



A Word on OAuth Third-party apps self-enabled by employees authorized via OAuth connections have extensive - and at times 
excessive - access scopes. As they can view, edit, delete, externalize, and store corporate data, and even act on behalf of users, 
they must be managed carefully. Below is an example of what a third-party app’s request for permissions may look like:
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Does the solution support applications available via marketplaces such as Force.com and the Amazon Marketplace regardless 
of access point without requiring agents or redirecting traffic?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution detect usage of a cloud solution within an existing cloud solution such as using Dropbox from the 
Salesforce platform?

Does the solution support the ingestion of firewall and proxy logs to provide additional information on cloud application and 
infrastructure usage?

Application Discovery and Control OthersCisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution provide a detailed audit log on all user actions and transactions for comprehensive visibility into SaaS        
app usage?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution enable policy-driven blacklisting of apps?

Does the solution enable policy-driven whitelisting of apps?

Application Discovery and Control Others

YesDoes the solution support the ad-hoc removal of apps?

YesDoes the solution categorize cloud apps in use based on function (i.e., “Social Media” or “File Sync and Share”)?

YesDoes the solution offer cloud app discovery trending and baselining to show improvements or deteriorations in risk posture?

YesDoes the solution support automated response actions when risky shadow applications are discovered, including end user 
notification, admin notification, app banning, and automated app revocation?

Cisco 
Cloudlock



3. Data Security and Compliance

Data Security revolves around identifying, monitoring, and implementing security measures to protect the data that is sensitive to 
a given organization or industry. Compliance includes out-of-the-box and customizable policies to ensure adherence to internal 
as well as externally mandated compliance and data residency regulations. Highly configurable policies and automated response 
workflows ensure smooth data security and compliance operations. Consider alternatives to ubiquitous encryption, leveraging file-
level encryption to effectively balance usability and security.
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Does the solution offer context-based DLP policies that analyze user, content, and applications? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution perform data discovery?

Does the solution support content classification?

Does the solution offer pattern-based matching?

Does the solution enforce DLP policies when content is shared via native mobile apps?

Does the solution perform content inspection for data at rest via API connections?

Does the solution monitor content sent to the platform outside of the corporate network (i.e., via cloud-to-cloud traffic or from 
remote, off-network locations) with every possible deployment option?

Data Security and Compliance

Others

YesDoes the solution have a rich library of content-, industry-, country-, and compliance-specific policies (50+)?

YesDoes the solution offer out-of-the-box (OOB) DLP policy templates including pre-defined policies (e.g., SSN, PII, PCI, PHI, 
etc.)?

YesDoes the solution support keyword matching based on custom RegEx input to capture proprietary sensitive information, such 
as salary, budget, confidential information, intellectual property, passwords, offensive language, etc.?

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution facilitate compliance with PCI-DSS, HIPAA, HITECH, SOX, CIPA, FISMA, FERPA? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution offer exception criteria (RegEx-based)?

Does the solution offer file and object auditing?

Does the solution detect files based on exposure criteria, such as company-wide availability, external (outside the company) 
availability, and public availability?

Does the solution support false-positive reducing elements, such as threshold, proximity, and breadth controls?

Does the solution support granular DLP policies, such as restricting the policy to specific users and groups?

Does the solution offer reporting that includes information such as volume, access count, number of users, etc.?

Others

YesDoes the solution enable file management (transfer-of- owernship, file copy, permission changes) as a response action?

YesDoes the solution support file share revocation as a response action?

YesDoes the solution support email data owners and administrators as a response action?

Does the solution provide reporting to identify trends over time (showing the evolution of cloud service usage by period)?

Does the solution provide role-based restriction information access for reporting and auditing?

Does the solution only store metadata (as opposed to personal data)?

Does the solution encrypt fields containing sensitive data?

Does the solution ensure log analysis is performed in compliance with data protection, data privacy, and other legal 
requirements?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution integrate with SIEM, logs aggregation products, ITSM, ticketing, and reporting systems (e.g., ArcSight, IBM 
QRadar, Splunk)?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution allow running seurity operations such as compliance programs out of other applications (e.g., embedded 
within Salesforce.com) rather than through the security solution itself?

Does the DLP component of the solution support custom RegEx?

Does the solution support the ability to restrict access based on user details, including attributes such as user name, 
department, etc.?

Does the solution support the ability to restrict access according to location details, including attributes such as location, 
source IP range, etc.?

Does the solution support the ability to restrict access according to object or file content?

Others

YesDoes the solution prevent sensitive data from being shared?

YesDoes the solution detect sensitive information within structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data within Salesforce?

YesDoes the solution allow the quarantine of existing files within sanctioned apps?

Does the solution monitor and protect semi-structured data like Chatter posts in Salesforce?

Does the solution support automated quarantining or encryption of files that violate policy as part of a remediation workflow?

Does the solution support user-driven quarantining or encryption?

Does the solution support “in-house” encryption key management?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cisco 
Cloudlock



4. Threat Protection

Threat protection capabilities enable defense against and resistance to cyberthreats, including account compromise and cloud 
malware. Analyzing data across multiple cloud platforms enables rapid identification of anomalous behavior, while integrations with 
malware detection and threat emulation services extend threat protection capabilities to cloud platforms.

Does the solution enforce governance policies based on user identity, devices, and locations? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution offer automated alerting and reporting based on anomalous behavior risk indicators such as login failure, 
geolocation, or user behavior?

Does the solution monitor admin activities?

Does the solution monitor file activities, such as upload, download, and permission changes?

Does the solution track all file-based activities?

Does the solution track all login activities?

Does the solution allow the detection of the same user logging in at the same time in different places?

Threat Protection

Others

YesDoes the solution monitor inactive accounts that are sharing sensitive information or violating acceptable use policy?

YesDoes the solution detect compromised accounts?

YesDoes the solution offer cross-platform security intelligence, i.e., analyzing cloud activities across platforms to detect 
anomalies?
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Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution offer an activity map of cloud usage? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution detect malicious content such as malware within cloud environments through integration with existing 
malware detection services?

Does the solution detonate payloads in sandbox environments?

Does the solution respond to anomalous behavior by requiring multi-factor authentication, more complex passwords, or 
reducing maximum session length before requiring re-authentication?

Does the solution provide automated alerting and reporting based on risk indicators (for example, country of access, 
device used, data accessed, or combinations of these kinds of attributes)?

Does the solution detect suspicious activity indicative of account takeover by hackers using stolen credentials?

Others

YesDoes the solution detect malicious insiders, including suspicious data access or account data that has been misused?

YesDoes the solution detect threats for any cloud application, including custom and internally developed cloud applications?

YesDoes the solution detect user behavior anomalies across SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and IDaaS platforms?

Does the solution profile user behavior in order to detect anomalous usage and suspicious behavior automatically?

Does the solution detect changes to SaaS configuration management?

Does the solution allow the blacklisting and whitelisting of location?

Does the solution detect account privilege elevation anomalies?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution detect geolocation anomalies based on log in from multiple, geographically distant locations within a short 
period of time?

Yes

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution support a wide range of selectable response actions, including alert, block with or without self-release 
options, enforcing multi-factor authentication, account or user lockdown?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution have the ability to automate alerting and reporting based on risk indicators?

Does the solution enable revocation of unwanted versions of connected cloud applications?

Does the solution provide high-level analytics, reports, and dashboards with the option to drill down, including trends and 
insight into deviation from normal behavior patterns for detection of inappropriate data access and compromised accounts?

Does the solution detect password changes and other configuration modifications that could signal potential security risks?

Does the solution allow the detection of a user failing to log-in?

Others

YesDoes the solution support IPv6 addresses?

YesDoes the solution maintain user-editable lists of trusted and suspicious IP addresses?

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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5. Cybersecurity Integrations

If security intelligence is fragmented across multiple solutions, 
security professionals are prevented from efficiently and effectively 
correlating information to identify and remediate risk. A lack of 
interoperability prevents organizations from gaining the full value of 
cybersecurity solutions.

Contemporary organizations require CASBs that can correlate 
security events and unify threat responses across otherwise 
disparate data streams and systems. For instance, imagine a CASB 
detects an unusual volume of file downloads and instantly triggers 
the IDaaS solution to require multi-factor authentication for the 
associated identity.

Does the solution integrate with on-premises devices, including Next-Generation Firewalls? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution integrate with on-premises devices, including Secure Web Gateways?

Does the solution ingest firewall and secure web gateway data to assess cloud app usage and shadow IT risk?

Does the solution complement raw firewall and secure web gateway data with additional security intelligence to provide cloud 
app risk levels?

Does the solution integrate with customer-owned threat emulation and malware detection services to detect malware in 
cloud environments (cloud-resident malware) and trigger a remediation workflow that includes end user notification, admin 
notification, and file quarantine?

Cybersecurity Integrations

Others

Pro tip
While many CASBs offer APIs that make it easy 
to integrate with other SaaS applications, it’s 
best to find a CASB solution that is comprised 
of a series of services that are APIs themselves, 
meaning the services offered by the CASB 
may be exposed individually as APIs. This will 
lead to the most extensible and scalable level 
of integration. Imagine a world where every 
application an organization buys, builds, or sells, 
could automatically become a monitored asset in 
your security operations center.

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution integrate with existing Identity and Access Management (IAM), Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS) solutions, and 
single sign-on (SSO) solutions?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution analyze user behavior via both API integrations with monitored cloud platforms and IAM, IDaaS, and SSO 
solutions to identify anomalous user behavior?

Does the solution automate response actions when anomalous user behavior is identified, including re-classifying users in 
IDaaS solutions, requiring multi-factor authentication via the IDaaS solution, and reducing maximum session length before 
requiring re-authentication?

Does the solution automate IDaaS response actions in response to anomalous user and entity behavior across all monitored 
platforms, including requiring step-up authentication, reducing maximum session length time permitted before requiring re- 
authentication, and increasing password strength requirements?

Others

YesDoes the solution integrate with SIEMs for further analysis, reporting, and data visualization (e.g., Splunk, IBM QRadar)?

YesDoes the solution offer bi-directional SIEM, ITSM, and reporting tool integration capabilities that enable incident analysis, 
triage, and remediation?

Does the solution integrate with IP reputation and threat intelligence feeds?

Does the solution include the integration with Microsoft Azure Active Directory (AAD)?

Does the solution provide SAMLv2 service and OAuth integration?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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6. Custom App Security

Security requirements extend beyond cloud applications 
organizations buy and sanction. It’s just as important - if not more 
critical - to secure applications that are custom-built, either for 
internal use or to bring to market. In many cases, these apps are the 
most business-critical and contain the most sensitive data. Look for a 
solution that provides codeless security for custom-built cloud apps, 
enabling you to extend the four pillars of CASB into apps you build.

Does the solution enable security for custom apps developed in-house? Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution enable security for custom apps developed in-house that are hosted on-premises and not in
cloud environments?

Does the solution enable security for custom apps developed in-house that are hosted in cloud environments and not 
on-premises?

Custom App Security

Others

Pro tip

Find a CASB solution that offers codeless 
security via easily-accessible APIs, making 
security for the apps you build simple and 
effective.

Cisco 
Cloudlock



Strength Certifications

7. Vendor Viability

When selecting a CASB vendor, their viability is essential to ensure both an effective solution and meaningful and honest 
partnership upon which to build a working relationship. Noteworthy considerations include the size of the vendor’s strength in 
the market, the volume of their customer base, their security certifications, their security expertise, and their ability to support 
customers through proactive cybersecurity research. Such intelligence should manifest itself through customer interaction as 
well as product-based insights. Ideally, the vendor offers a suite of integrated security solutions that share intelligence across 
the portfolio.
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Does the solution have more than 500 paying subscription customers? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution have a track record of enterprises renewing annually (85%+ renewal minimum)?

Does the solution have a high volume of customers that are subscription-based (as opposed to one-time project-based 
customers)?

Does the solution have SOC II Type 2 Certification?

Does the solution have a SOC 3 Trust Services Report?

Does the solution have TRUSTe Certification?

Does the solution have compliance with the U.S. Department of Commerce Safe Harbor?

Vendor Viability

Strength in Market Others

YesDoes the solution participate in the CSA Security, Trust, & Assurance Registry (STAR) Program?

Cisco 
Cloudlock
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Does the solution provide alerts based on proactive research of cloud vulnerabilities and risks? Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does the solution provide alerts based on proactive monitoring for potential breaches of customer environments?

Does the solution offer root cause analyses of cross-platform cloud security breaches, including attack pattern analysis?

Does the solution provide cloud security evaluations to keep teams informed of cloud threats, providing advanced analysis of 
attacks and potential moviations of threat actors?

Does the solution offer a forum for peer-to-peer communication and sharing of best practices for users and security 
professionals?

Industry Expertise / CyberLab Intelligence OthersCisco 
Cloudlock



01 no need to route user traffic 
through a proxy or VPN or IDaaS/ 
SAML solution, so the user can work 
easily from the office or a coffee shop;

The Cisco Cloudlock Advantage
Cisco Cloudlock is the cloud-native CASB and Cloud Cybersecurity 
Platform that helps organizations securely leverage cloud apps they buy 
and build, delivering security visibility and control for SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, 
and IDaaS environments across the entire enterprise in seconds.

Cisco Cloudlock orchestrates existing security investments, including 
class-leading proxies and firewalls, to provide a coordinated, best-
of-breed cybersecurity solution across on-premises and cloud 
environments.

Founded by Israeli Elite Cybersecurity Military Intelligence experts, 
Cisco Cloudlock delivers actionable cybersecurity intelligence through 
its data scientist-led CyberLab and crowdsourced security analytics 
across more than 10 million users and billions of data points daily. Cisco 
Cloudlock combines Israeli and U.S. Military Threat Intelligence with 
real-time, crowdsourced cloud security insight.

With Cisco’s acquisition of CloudLock in August of 2016, we continue to 
accelerate our vision of delivering an effective cloud security platform, 
now fueled by the wealth of resources offered by Cisco. Joining Cisco’s 
Networking and Security business, Cisco Cloudlock creates a unified 
and robust security offering with powerful integration potential to deliver 
the ultimate security experience to customers.
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02 deep visibility into users’ actions at 
the SaaS application;

03 minimal or no impact to the user 
experience; and

04 visibility into cloud-to-cloud data 
traffic." 7

"Benefits (to API-based 
solutions) include better 
support for mobile employees 
and better employee 
experience. Benefits of this 
approach are:
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About Cisco Cloudlock
Cisco Cloudlock enables enterprises to protect their data in the cloud, 
reduce risk, achieve compliance, manage threats and increase productivity.

By analyzing 1 billion files for more than 10 million end users daily, Cisco 
Cloudlock delivers the only complete, risk-appropriate and people-centric 
approach to cloud security.

www.cloudlock.com info@cloudlock.com (781) 996-4332
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